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It has been said repeatedly by numerous people that we are living through strange times and at FACT
we can concur with that sentiment. This will be a shorter newsletter than usual as Simon Shutt, our Director
of Children’s Ministry, has been placed on furlough. This was done at his instigation and we, the Trustees,
agreed with this sensible idea. We also agreed to pay the shortfall in Simon’s salary from the government’s
furlough scheme to maintain his current level of income and so he wouldn’t be disadvantaged at this
time.

We, like Simon, are saddened that he couldn’t fulfil his visits to toddler groups and churches that were
in the diary from the middle of March onwards. We recognise that Simon is disappointed not to be able
to make these visits and serve these communities in the way he is used to doing. He looks forward to
the day when he will be able to resume his face to face connection with the children and carers at
toddler groups and the clergy and congregations of churches.

We are maintaining good links with Simon during this time to ensure his physical, spiritual and mental
well-being are intact but also to support him by undertaking some of the administration and general
day to day needs of the charity, while he is away from his key role. The ministry he loves and wants to
be engaged with may be on pause but we can’t stop him wondering and musing about the future, and
when it is appropriate he will be back in the saddle once again. In the meantime we wanted to keep
you informed of some of the things that FACT can offer online and to assure you that we are still alive
and kicking if somewhat restricted in what we can do.

The new normal seems to be ‘online’. I’m sure that like us, many of you will have found yourselves using
new ways to chat with family, friends and colleagues. We are pleased to have updated our website in
recent years, and that is the go to place to see what FACT can still offer in this time of change and the
unknown. As the virus started to have an impact and cancellations mounted, Simon quickly engaged
with new material for the website. Just prior to his furlough he posted a new training video to be used
with the Time to Share at Home boxes. Do take a look via our website www.thefact.co.uk
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Simon might not be able to work at this time but the three
office volunteers have taken up the challenge of
continuing the production of the Time to Share at Home
boxes. We are extremely grateful for all their dedication
and service to FACT. As is so often the case, they are the
ones quietly beavering away behind the scenes yet a
vital part of what FACT does. Dave, Georgina and Mike
are an invaluable resource we are lucky to have.

In recent weeks they have exhausted the stock of
materials and created a mountain of boxes ready to go
as soon as people order them online. Processing these
orders can still be fulfilled while we all remain in
lockdown and beyond.

Maybe they would be a help to you and your family as
we all learn to do church from our armchairs on a Sunday
morning! One family member drop FACT an email saying,

We are grateful to you, our supporters for sticking with us. Thank you for your continued financial gifts as
even in this new state we have ongoing expenses to be met.

The Trustees held their usual quarterly meeting but this time via ‘Zoom’. Along with the usual business
there were two items that stood out for me. The first was that we saw this enforced change as an
opportunity to dream dreams and try new ways of ministry, and once Simon comes off furlough we hope
to see him explore new approaches and ideas. We all agreed that it was a time to be daring and that
if the new ideas didn’t work that was not a problem.

The second was that we once again realised that we needed to redouble our efforts to find new Trustees.
Perhaps you are wondering what life will look like for you when you are able to get back to normal, or
the ‘new normal’, whatever that might look like! I have recognised through many conversations that lots
of us are re-evaluating what’s important to us and what we want to give our time to. Maybe, just maybe,
being a FACT Trustee might be a new element of your ‘new normal’. If you would like to chat further and
simply explore the idea please get in touch with me and we could Zoom, Skype or even chat via our
phones! Don’t wait until this situation is all over, as it never will be. Either leave your contact details via
the website or drop me an email via office@thefact.co.uk They will be forwarded to me and I will be in
touch.

Thank you once again for your interest, finances and prayer for the work and ministry of FACT; we really
value your support.

   Elizabeth Wood-Dow OBE

   Chair of Trustees
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